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This invention relates to method and apparatus for 
watermarkingv paper and has for its, principal-_ object 
the provision of a method and apparatus for watermark? 
ing paper whereby a distinct, de?nite, sharplyv de?ned 
watermark can be created in a paper web during'its 
formation in the paper machine while‘ traveling'at a' 
high rate of speed. ' ' >1 ' ' ' 

A further object of the invention is to provide a meth-v 
0d and apparatus whereby watermarks in'a plurality‘ 
of colors can be formed in the paper without retarding 
the speed of the paper machine or in any way interfering" 
with its operation. ' ' ‘ " ' ~ 
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A further object of the invention is to. provide an ‘i 
apparatus for obtaining the abovementioned' results 
which is of simple and inexpensive construction ‘and 
which can be readily applied to existing paper machines 
without change in the machine structure and"w_ithout~ 
in any way interfering with their operation. " “ In the accompanying drawings I have illustrated 

several forms of my improved apparatus‘ designed, frei 
spectively, to produce watermarks without ‘additional 
color, watermarks with a single col0r,_and watermarks 

in di?erent colors. ' ' In the said drawings: ' __ v '- " ‘ 

Fig. 1 is a longitudinal vertical section of an attachmentv 
to be applied to a paper machine over the‘traveling 
screen to produce Watermarks without the addition‘ of’ 

color; ' ‘ Fig. 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged perspective view‘ partly ‘in "sec; 
tion of a portion of the traveling belt of the.v attachment’ 
and the underlying paper web and’ screen-of the-paper 
machine; ‘ ‘ i ' '3 

tion wherein the watermarks are formed -’by-the*addi-’ 
tion of a single color; - _ > '- -: iii -F 

Fig. 5 is a view similar to Fig.‘ 1, wherein. the vwateré 
marks are formed in a plurality'of-colors;€ If ' 

Fig. 6 is a plan view of. the traveling-belt army 
proved attachment with the overlying color 
moved; .. ~ .- ~ 

Fig. 7 is a horizontal sectional view:on line '7 7.?of 
5; _~ ' ~ .TE11“:f.' 

- Fig. 8 is a plan view ofthe paper ‘web showing the 
progressive steps in the formation of the watermark; and. 

Fig. 9 is a detail view of the valve usedtinmegulating 
the delivery of the several colors making up theiwaterv 

mark. - f Referring to the drawings,- '1 indicates the :screen: oh 
the paper machine upon which the pulp on theébeaters 
is deposited in the usual manner. Thelscreen 'runs over 
suction boxes, not shown, and my watermarking attach-v. 
ment may be positionedover the screen‘where theqsucf-i 
tion box is located or at :a' more advancedposition‘inthe 
path of travel of the screen. - The layer of wetrpapert 
pulp carried by the screen is indicated at 2.; . 

My ~1mproved watermarking. attachment;_,embod 
two pulleys 3 and 4, respectively, which-parecontinuopsl 
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lyidriven 'by gearing,‘ 'not vshown, in synchronism with‘ 
the screen 1‘ of the paper machine at a speed such that 
the'belt 5 carried by the pulleys travels at the same speed 
as 'th'e'sc'reen of ‘thelpaper machine. The pulleys 3 and 
4"arepositioned above the ‘screen so 'that'the lower 

the laye?jof pulp onfthe screen. 7 Due to the slack in the 
belt‘it‘will throughout‘th'e majorportion of its travel 
from ‘pulley 3 or pulley 4, rest lightly on the layer ‘of 
pulp] An adjustable idler roller 6 is provided between ' 
an‘dfabove the two 
tension of the belt. " > p _ 

' The belt‘5 is preferably ‘a ?exible metal belt and open 
rags of‘the shape of the watermarkto be formed‘ are 
cut in the'belt as‘ indicated at '7; In effect the belt 
constitutes“a traveling stencil for forming the water 
mark. ” , ~ " _ 

Overlying'the lower'reach of the belt between the 
pulleys 3 and 4 is an air box 8 containing a series of 
nozzles, shown as four in number, each of which is 
connected to a source of air pressure 9, not shown, and 
eachjoffwhich is provided with a discharge slot 10 of a 
length"'_s’omewhat greater than the width of the stencil 
opening inthebelt 5. ' . ' 

.j :The ‘bar 8‘ is also provided with a discharge‘opening 
11 tov'allowfor the escapev of air discharged into the 
box ‘through the. nozzles, to thereby limitthe degree to_ 
which the air pressure will build up in the box. 
"‘The'operation' is as follows‘: The belt 5 is, as stated 
above,‘ given the same rate of speed as the screenof the 
paper machine so that, there is no relative movement 
between the'stencil which determines the shape of the 
watermark and the ‘paper web.’ .Consequently the opera 

pulleys in ‘order tov regulate the 

tion ofthe apparatus is not aifectedfby the rate of travel - 
of the"screen. , As the vstencil openings are advanced 
underkthejair box 8'the belt‘will be pressed by ‘the pres 

' sure in the'box against‘ the web 'of pulp and as the sten 
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oil; openings advance under the successive nozzles the 
pulp underlying the stencil openings will be exposed to 
the'jstr'eamsbf air discharged from the slots 10 of the 
nozzles ,9. "A number of nozzles are provided so that 

' ' ; - 1 > me‘vaseity of each stream of air can‘ be kept relatively 
2 is a horizontal section on line 2—-—2 of Fig. 21;} ‘ ’ low so as not to" disrupt the‘ ?bres forming the layer of 

pulp. Theimpact of theair streamsserves to compact‘ 
the‘ j?b‘res" somewhat i at,‘ ‘each passage of the stencil .open 
ing beneath one’of'l'the nozzles, and by providing a‘plu-t 

- -- I - - ralityv of nozzles the vnumber in use fmayv be varied to give 
Fig. 4 is a view similar‘ to Fig. l showing'a- modi?ca--~ ' any desiredde'greef of compression ‘to the pulp without 

employing air ‘stream velocities which, would adversely 
aifféc he properformation of the paper. ‘When the 

appearance as‘ the conventional watermark which bypres-l 
an panama-‘stormed by pressing a_ metal marking 
member'lpr- thei‘proper ‘outlineagainst the travelingw'eb' 
6fpmp:1..l,._ .. a . a a i v I.‘ 

I have illustrated a modi?cation of the appa-Q 
ratus shown in Fig.“ 1‘, for applying‘lth‘e watermark not 
only air pressure, but by the addition'of a‘?ller which 
may‘ be ‘ ‘either white‘ 'or_1 colored. 
shown'i-in Figf 4- the‘belt '5 is supported andd'rive‘n'by'the' 

‘ pulleys 3}"4'1and‘ 6-in the same manner‘ as'idthe' "con 
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struction illustrated in Fig. 1, exceptthat-pulleysS and 
4lare‘sp‘aced slightly away from ‘the‘surfa'ce ofthe screen 
and‘ idle’i'ipulleys“3’r'and. 4’. are ‘provided between the, 
pulleys"3"*and"4 ‘and Ithe‘I‘air box to hold the stencil in 

I contactwith- the pulp ion the‘ screen. ‘The advantage of 
t'his"~‘construction -is that the stencil‘ is very‘ gradually 
lift'ediro'm contact with the pulp. This structure is'par 
ticularly desirable? with screensopera‘tingfat .high linear 
speed-@An air ~box~12 is provided which, ‘like the‘ box: 8, 

-; oyerhesdhe lower reach of the belt 5 between ‘the pulleys, 

dried'uand calendered in the usual manner, the t 
I watermarks'in the. paper will‘have substantially the‘ same 

In the . modi?cation 



3 
the belt 5 forming the bottom wall of the box. Pro-p 
jecting into the box are two air nozzles 13 each' of which 
is provided with a discharge slot 14, the slots, however, 
being disposed in the side walls, of the pipes instead of; 
in the bottom wall as in the construction shown in 
1. In the apparatus shown in Fig. 4 the air delivered, 
to the pipes 13 carries. a water suspension of pigment, 
for example, ?nely ground clay, calcium carbonate. 01‘ 
any other materials suitable for ?llersin thernanufac: 
ture of paper.’ The discharge opening. 15 of the box, 12 
will be regulated to build up inthe box thedesired pres—' 
sure so ‘that as the web and belt travel under the box 
some of the color in suspension in the boxwill bede, 
posited in the stencil openings of the belt and will be 
pressed into the paper pulp by the pressure in the. ,air box. 
When the paperis dried and calendered- in the usual 

manner the watermark will appear in the paper as an 
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opaque and,'if desired, colored design which is in the . 
paper itself as distinguished from printing on the sur 
face of the paper. The paper itself will be no thicker in 
the watermark areas than elsewhere, but will be denser 
to the extent of the added ?ller which forms the water 
mark. 

In Figs. 5 to 9 inclusive I have illustrateda modi?ca; 
tion of the apparatus whereby watermarks in a plurality 
of different colors may be obtained. As here shown there 
is a traveling belt 16 similar to the belt 5, the belt beingv 
continuously driven by pulleys 3 and 4 in the manner 
already described. The stencil openings 17 in belt 16 
correspond to the full size of the area to be watermarked 
and for simplicity of illustration we have shown the 
watermark in the form of a circle or disc. That is ‘to 
say, the stencil openings 17 in the belt 16 are round holes 
extending longitudinally of the belt. ’ 

Overlying the lower reach of the belt between the pul 
leys 3 and 4 is an air box 18 containing a series of air 
nozzles each of which is composed of two concentric 
pipes as illustrated in enlarged detail in Fig’. 9., The 
inner pipe 19 of these nozzles is providedv in its lower 
wall with a longitudinally extending slot 30' oft-a length 
at least equal to the width or the diameter of the stencil 

‘ openings. The outer pipe 20 of the nozzle is provided 
in one wall with a similar slot 21, and this pipe 20 is pro-' 
vided with a driving gear by means of which it is con 
tinuously rotated around the pipe 19 as an axle in timed 
relation with the passage of the stencil, opening 17 be; 
neath the nozzle. 7 > v _ , i 

The air box 18 in this modification, of the'invention is 
provided with a bottom piece 22 in'vwhich are cut openj 
ings of less area than the stencil openings 17, but posi- ; 
tioned to register with a portion of the stencil opening 
at one instant during the passage of the stencil opening‘. 
as the belt and the web of, pulp move in synchronisnr 
with the screen of the paper machine beneath the box 
18. The rotation of the sleeve 20 is so timed with the 
movement of the stencil belt that at this instant of reg-_ 
istration of the openings 23 with the openings ,17 the 
slot 21 in the pipe or tube-20 will register with the ?xed 
slot in the pipe 19 and a blast of air containing color 
will be directed through the openings 23 and the register 
ing openings 17 against the underlying web. , . > 

To limit the spread of the color beyond the outlines 
of the openings 23 the box 18 is preferably provided with 
a suction exhaust whereby the instant the blast .ofairis 
cut o?f by the rotating sleeves ,20 the color will be .cx-_ 
hausted from the box. _ _ . - 

In the‘ arrangement shown in the drawings the .?rst 

4 
the ‘ second air nozzle, a strip of color of a shape corre 
sponding to the middle portion of the circle is applied ' 
through the second opening in the bottom of the box. " 
Likewise when the opening 17 comes into registry with 
the third nozzle in the bottom of the box. 18 which over-. 
lies a reversed segment-shaped opening, a third color, will 
be deposited on the balance ofthe area underlying the’ 

Z OPeBiIQIgI'I. . ‘ 

The-fourth opening in the bottom of the box 18 isv 
circular in area and overlying this opening is an air 
nozzle ‘having a?xed- discharge opening through which 
air withontcolor is discharged against the pulp and its 
layer" of’ pigment to thereby press the pigment into the’ 
pulp- > - . . 

When the paper is dried and calendered it will con 
tain at intervals watermarks of the desired con?guration, 
portions corresponding in shape to the openings in the 
bottornof the box 18 being in different colors. ' 
,The pigrngts making up the, colors may be chie?y 
white pigment with just sufficient color to give a different 
tint (to?thedi?erent areas of the watermark, or, if de-. . ‘ 
sired,_.the- pigments may be vof pronounced and contrast-‘ 
ingshadesto constitute in effect ‘a printed area. 

In order to give sharper lines to the different colored 
~ areasof the watermark the box 18 may be reciprocated 
in, a, plane parallel with the movement of the belt 16,‘_ 
wherebyqthe box 18 moves with the belt 16 during the 

. entire periodthat the valve in the overlying nozzle is 
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opening 23 is in the form of a segment so that there willv ' 
be applied to one side of the circular shaped opening 1'! 
a segment of color, the balance of the area ofithe‘opene 
ing 17 being protected by the imperfora-te portions of 
the bottom of the box 18 from receiving color fromrthis 
?rst nozzle. As'the portion of the belt 16 containing 
the opening 17 through which the color has been'j'dis 
charged from the ?rst air nozzle comes into registry-with 
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open, and is then returned to its initial position before , 
the talvecpens a second time. 

In Fig; 5.1 have shown a cam ‘24 driven by the shaft 
of the, pulley 4, and a connecting rod 25 for effecting this 
movement. With such an arrangement the blast of air 
containing color to be applied can be somewhat pro» 
longed to insure that an ample amount of color will be 
applied during the passage of the web while at the same a 
time the outline of the area to which the color will be ~ 
applied will besharply de?ned. . 
vvdllVhile ,I have described my improved method and ap 
paratus as a method of watermarking, it will be under 
stood that the method and apparatus may be used for 
actualjprinting. The stencil openings in the belt need 
not constitute a repetition of the same pattern but may 
form any desired legend or design which it is desired to 
apply to the paper, and the color used may be a pro 
nounced.color contrasting with the color of the‘paper 
itself .59 @Sxto printthe paper with any desired legend or 
design; ' .For example, the entire letterpress and designs 
of a label may be successively ‘printed on the paper by 
my invention during the manufacture of the paper so 
that (the paper machine itself will produce a ?nished label‘ 
requiring‘. no additional printing. ' ' 

It will also be understood that the features of the j 
inventioniabove described may be variously modi?ed 
within the spirit of my invention and that the invention 
is.~.not*lirnited-except insofar as recited in the appended 
claims. 1 ~ 

I claim: ~ 
1 '1. Alwatermarking attachment for paper machines, 
comprising ‘a belt, means for supporting said belt to 
travelin'a path closely adjacent to the upper surface of 
thefscreen of the paper machine and parallelgthereto, 
said belt having openings therein correspondingtolthe 
mar‘ksto beformed, a shield overlying said belt having. 

- openings corresponding to di?erent areas of the open-v 
ingssin said ‘belt-means for reciprocating said shield to 
move thesame in- synchronism with said belt during a 
portion ofv its reciprocating movement, and means for 
discharging different colors‘through’said openings during ‘ 
the/passage of the openings in the belt. 
2. Themethod of watermarking paper on the screen 

of- a paper ‘machine ‘which consists in moving. a shield ‘ 
having stencil openings in synchronism with said screen 
and ‘subjecting-the pulp exposed through said openings to 
gaseous ?uid pressure. ' ' . 
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3. A water-marking attachment for paper machines 
comprising a belt, means for supporting said belt to travel 
in a path closely adjacent to the upper surface of the 
screen of the paper machine and parallel thereto, said 
belt having designs formed therein corresponding tothe 
mark to be formed in the paper, a box overlying said 
belt the bottom of said box being open on its under side 
with the portions of the box surrounding said opening in 
close contact with said belt, and means for supplying 
said box with air under pressure to thereby press the belt 
against the pulp on the screen and also exert pressure 
against the pulp underlying said designs, said means 
comprising pipes connected with a source of compressed 
air, said pipes having discharge openings directed toward 
the exposed upper surface of said belt. 

4. A water-marking attachment for paper machines 
comprising a belt, means for supporting said belt to 
travel in a path closely adjacent to the upper surface 
of the screen of the paper machine and parallel thereto, 
said belt having designs formed therein corresponding to 
the mark to be formed in the paper, a box overlying said 
belt the bottom of said box being open on its under side 
with the portions of the box surrounding said opening in 
close contact with said belt, means for supplying said box 
with air under pressure to thereby press the belt against 
the pulp on the screen and also exert pressure against 
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6 
the pulp underlying said designs, said means comprising 
pipes connected with a source of compressed air, said 
pipes having discharge openings directed toward the ex 
posed upper surface of said belt, and means for adding 
coloring matter in vaporized form to the air discharged. 

5. The method according to claim 2 wherein the 
gaseous ?uid consists in part of a colored vapor. 
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